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THE VOLUME AND CHERNSIMONS INVARIANT
OF A REPRESENTATION
CHRISTIAN K. ZICKERT
Abstrat. We give an eient simpliial formula for the volume and Chern
Simons invariant of a boundary-paraboli PSL(2,C)representation of a tame
3manifold. If the representation is the geometri representation of a hyper-
boli 3manifold, our formula omputes the volume and ChernSimons invari-
ant diretly from an ideal triangulation with no use of additional ombinatorial
topology. In partiular, the ChernSimons invariant is omputed just as easily
as the volume.
Introdution
The volume and ChernSimons invariant are two interesting and important in-
variants of a hyperboli 3manifold. We will always assume that a hyperboli 3
manifold is omplete, oriented and of nite volume, so that the hyperboli struture
is unique. Reall that the ChernSimons invariant of a losed hyperboli 3manifold
M is dened by the formula
cs(M) =
1
8π2
∫
s(M)
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧ A ∧ A) ∈ R/Z.
Here A is the onnetion in the orthonormal frame bundle given by the hyperboli
metri, and s(M) is an orthonormal frame eld, i.e. a setion of the orthonormal
frame bundle. The denition of the ChernSimons invariant extends to hyperboli
manifolds with usps using so-alled speial singular frame elds that are linear
near the usps. See Meyerho [10℄ for details. In the usped ase the ChernSimons
invariant is only dened modulo 1/2.
The ChernSimons invariant is intimately related to the hyperboli volume, and
the two invariants are often regarded as the real and imaginary part of a so-alled
omplex volume given by
Vol(M) + iCS(M) ∈ C/iπ2Z,
where CS(M) = 2π2 cs(M) ∈ R/π2Z.
A very interesting feature of the omplex volume is that it an be realized as
a harateristi lass of at PSL(2,C)bundles alled the CheegerChernSimons
lass. This lass satises that the harateristi ohomology lass of the anonial
at PSL(2,C)bundle over a losed hyperboli 3manifold gives the omplex volume
when evaluated on the fundamental lass.
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The anonial at PSL(2,C)bundle over a hyperboli 3manifold M admits a
unique bundle map to the universal at PSL(2,C)bundle over the lassifying spae
B(PSL(2,C)), where PSL(2,C) is regarded as a disrete group. This means that it
is enough to study the harateristi lass of the universal bundle. This lass lies
in H3(B(PSL(2,C)),C/π2Z), and sine C/π2Z is divisible, we an regard it as a
homomorphism
cˆ2 : H3(PSL(2,C))→ C/π2Z.
As usual, we have identied the homology of a disrete group with the homology
of its lassifying spae. If M is losed, the fundamental lass of M determines a
fundamental lass in H3(PSL(2,C)), and the image of this lass under the homo-
morphism cˆ2 is i(Vol(M) + iCS(M)).
Note that if M is losed, CS(M) is naturally dened in R/2π2Z, whereas the
image of cˆ2 is in C/π
2Z. It is known that cˆ2 does not admit a lift to C/2π
2Z, so
the 2torsion of the ChernSimons invariant of a losed hyperboli manifold is not
deteted by the fundamental lass.
In [12℄ Neumann has obtained an expliit formula for cˆ2, and the omputation of
the omplex volume of a losed hyperboli manifold thus amounts to determining
its fundamental lass in H3(PSL(2,C)). This, however, is quite diult in general.
Neumann gets around this by onstruting a group B̂(C), alled the extended Bloh
group, whih is isomorphi to H3(PSL(2,C)), but more suitable for geometri pur-
poses. He denes a map R : B̂(C) → C/π2Z using an extended version of Rogers
dilogarithm, and shows that under the identiation of B̂(C) with H3(PSL(2,C)),
the map R orresponds to cˆ2. He shows that every hyperboli manifold denes an
element in B̂(C) whose image under R is the omplex volume (times i), and he thus
obtains a formula for the omplex volume that applies to usped manifolds as well.
Neumann's formula has been implemented in Snap, a freely available omputer
program [6℄ for numerial omputation of invariants of hyperboli 3manifolds. The
formula works quite eiently for manifolds with few simplies, but it involves some
ompliated ombinatorial topology whih slows down omputations remarkably
when the number of simplies inreases. For example, if the number of simplies is
around thirty or so, it will generally take Snap more than half an hour to ompute
the omplex volume.
In this paper we present a new approah whih makes use of the relative homol-
ogy group H3(PSL(2,C), P ), where P is the subgroup of upper triangular matries
with 1 on the diagonal. We show in Setion 3 that this group an be omputed
using a omplex generated by ideal hyperboli simplies endowed with a deoration
onsisting of a horosphere at eah ideal vertex together with an identiation of the
horosphere with C. Suh a deoration naturally endows eah ideal simplex with a
attening, and we use this to dene a map
Ψ: H3(PSL(2,C), P )→ B̂(C).
The formula is diret, and involves no ombinatorial topology.
In setion 5 we show that a tame 3manifold M with a boundary-paraboli
PSL(2,C)representation ρ denes a fundamental lass in H3(PSL(2,C), P ), whih
is dened one we have piked a deoration of ρ onsisting of a hoie of onjugation
of the ρimage of eah peripheral subgroup into P . Given a topologial triangu-
lation of M , we an onstrut an expliit representative of the fundamental lass
in the omplex of deorated ideal simplies mentioned above. This is done using
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a developing map, whose purpose is to endow eah simplex in the triangulation
with the shape of an ideal simplex. The developing map naturally translates the
deoration of ρ into a deoration of the ideal simplies by horospheres. We stress
thatM does not have to be hyperboli, and the boundary omponents of M¯ do not
have to be tori.
The image of the fundamental lass in B̂(C) turns out to be independent of the
hoie of deoration, and we an dene the omplex volume of a boundary-paraboli
representation ρ by the formula
i(Vol(ρ) + iCS(ρ)) = R ◦Ψ([ρ]),
where [ρ] is a fundamental lass. The formula agrees with that of Neumann in the
speial ase where ρ is the geometri representation of a hyperboli 3manifold.
Sine every step of the proess is natural and expliit, it allows us to ompute
the omplex volume in an instant even for manifolds with a high number of sim-
plies. As an example, we ompute the omplex volumes of all boundary-paraboli
representations of the 52 knot omplement.
The set of boundary-paraboli representations of M is often nite, and the set
of omplex volumes of these is an invariant of M . If M is hyperboli, this invariant
an be viewed as a generalization of the Borel regulator of M , whih onsists of the
set of volumes of the Galois onjugates of the geometri representation.
Most of the theory works in a more general setup. We show in Setion 5 that
any Grepresentation mapping boundary urves to onjugates of a xed subgroup
H , denes a fundamental lass in H3(G,H), whih is dened up to a hoie of de-
oration. In the general setup, a deoration is a hoie of element in the normalizer
quotient NG(H)/H for eah end. The generality of this approah suggests that the
theory might have appliations to the ChernSimons theory of other Lie groups.
Setion 7 is a brief disussion of representations in SL(2,C). We show that a
usped hyperboli manifold with a spin struture determines a fundamental lass
in H3(SL(2,C)) whih is dened up to 2torsion. This 2torsion ambiguity is
intrinsi, and has the interesting onsequene that a large lass of usped hyperboli
manifolds, inluding hyperboli knot omplements, don't have ideal triangulations
admitting strong, even valued attenings. This may be true for all hyperboli
manifolds. In DupontZikert [4℄ and GoetteZikert [5℄ we obtained formulas for
the CheegerChernSimons lass cˆ2 : H3(SL(2,C)) → C/4π2Z, whih is related to
hyperboli manifolds with spin strutures. The formulas use even valued attenings,
and it is thus not lear how to apply these formulas to hyperboli manifolds. In
fat, the results of the present paper were derived in an attempt to improve this.
A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omments on preliminary versions of this
paper. I also wish to thank Stavros Garoufalidis, Johan Dupont, Mar Culler and
Charlie Frohmann for their interest in my work. Finally, I wish to thank the Danish
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1. The extended Bloh group
In this setion we reall the denition of the extended Bloh group and some of
its basi properties. The general referene for this is Neumann [12℄. We start by
realling the denition of the lassial Bloh group.
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Denition 1.1. The pre-Bloh group P(C) is an abelian group generated by sym-
bols [z], z ∈ C\{0, 1} subjet to the relation
(1.1) [x]− [y] + [y
x
]− [ 1− x
−1
1− y−1 ] + [
1− x
1− y ] = 0.
This relation is alled the ve term relation.
Denition 1.2. The Bloh group B(C) is the kernel of the homomorphism
ν : P(C)→ ∧2Z(C∗)
dened by mapping a generator [z] to z ∧ (1− z).
Let H3 denote hyperboli 3spae and let H¯3 denote its standard ompatia-
tion. Unless otherwise speied, we shall always use the upper half spae model for
H3, whih provides us with a natural identiation of ∂H¯3 with C ∪ {∞}. In all of
the following we identify the group of orientation preserving isometries of H3 with
PSL(2,C). The ation of PSL(2,C) on H3 extends uniquely to an ation on H¯3,
with the ation on ∂H¯3 = C∪{∞} being given by frational linear transformations.
An ideal simplex is a geodesi 3simplex whose verties z0, z1, z2, z3 all lie in
∂H¯3 = C ∪ {∞}. We onsider the vertex ordering as part of the data dening an
ideal simplex. It is well known that the orientation preserving ongruene lass of
an ideal simplex is given by the ross-ratio
(1.2) z = [z0 : z1 : z2 : z3] =
(z0 − z3)(z1 − z2)
(z0 − z2)(z1 − z3) ∈ C\{0, 1}.
An ideal simplex is at if and only if the ross-ratio is real, and if it is not at,
the orientation given by the vertex ordering agrees with the orientation inherited
from H3 if and only if the ross-ratio has positive imaginary part. Sine an ideal
simplex is determined up to ongruene by its ross-ratio, we an regard the pre-
Bloh group as being generated by (ongruene lasses of) ideal simplies. In this
piture the ve term relation is equivalent to the relation
(1.3)
4∑
i=0
(−1)i[z0 : · · · : zˆi : · · · : z4] = 0,
whih implies that an element in P(C) is invariant under 23 moves and 14 moves
of the ideal simplies. See e.g. Neumann [12℄ for a desription of these moves.
It easily follows from (1.2) that an even permutation of the zi's replaes z by
one of three so-alled ross-ratio parameters.
z, z′ =
1
1− z , z
′′ = 1− 1
z
.
In the following we let Log denote a partiular branh of logarithm that we x
one and for all. In onrete examples we will always use the prinipal branh
having imaginary part in the interval (−π, π].
Denition 1.3. Let ∆ be an ideal simplex with ross-ratio z. A attening of ∆ is
a triple of omplex numbers of the form
(1.4) (w0, w1, w2) =
(
Log z + pπi,−Log(1− z) + qπi,
− Log(z) + Log(1− z)− pπi− qπi)
with p, q ∈ Z. We all w0, w1 and w2 log-parameters. Up to multiples of πi, the
log-parameters are logarithms of the ross-ratio parameters.
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One an show that the set of attened simplies has a natural struture as a
Riemann surfae with four omponents orresponding to the parities of p and q. It
is a Z× Z over of C\{0, 1}. We will not need this here.
Remark 1.4. Note that the log-parameters uniquely determine z. We an thus write
a attening as [z; p, q]. This notation, however, depends on the hoie of logarithm
branh.
In the following we will assoiate ross-ratio parameters and log-parameters to
the edges of a attened ideal simplex as indiated in Figure 1.
0
1
2
3
z z
z′
z′
z′′
z′′
0
1
2
3
w0 w0
w1
w1
w2
w2
Figure 1: Assoiating ross-ratio parameters and log-parameters
to edges of a attened ideal simplex.
Denition 1.5. Let z0, . . . , z4 be ve distint points in C∪{∞} and let ∆i denote
the simplies [z0, . . . , zˆi, . . . , z4]. Suppose (w
i
0, w
i
1, w
i
2) are attenings of the sim-
plies ∆i. Every edge [zizj] belongs to exatly three of the ∆i's and therefore has
three assoiated log-parameters. The attenings are said to satisfy the attening
ondition if for eah edge the signed sum of the three assoiated log-parameters is
zero. The sign is positive if and only if i is even.
It follows diretly from the denition that the attening ondition is equivalent
to the following ten equations.
[z0z1] : w
2
0 − w30 + w40 = 0 [z0z2] : −w10 − w32 + w42 = 0
[z1z2] : w
0
0 − w31 + w41 = 0 [z1z3] : w02 + w21 + w42 = 0
[z2z3] : w
0
1 − w11 + w40 = 0 [z2z4] : w02 − w12 − w30 = 0
[z3z4] : w
0
0 − w10 + w20 = 0 [z3z0] : −w12 + w22 + w41 = 0
[z4z0] : −w11 + w21 − w31 = 0 [z4z1] : w01 + w22 − w32 = 0
(1.5)
Denition 1.6. The extended pre-Bloh group P̂(C) is the free abelian group on
attened ideal simplies subjet to the relations
(i)
∑4
i=0(−1)i(wi0, wi1, wi2) = 0 if the attenings satisfy the attening ondition.
(ii) [z; p, q] + [z; p′, q′] = [z; p, q′] + [z; p′, q].
The rst relation obviously lifts the relation (1.3). It is therefore alled the lifted
ve term relation. The seond relation is alled the transfer relation and it plays a
more subtle role. We refer to GoetteZikert [5℄ and Neumann [12℄ for a disussion.
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Denition 1.7. The extended Bloh group B̂(C) is the kernel of the homomorphism
ν̂ : P̂(C)→ ∧2Z(C)
dened on generators by (w0, w1, w2) 7→ w0 ∧ w1.
The relationship between the extended Bloh group and the lassial Bloh group
is summarized in the diagram below, whih is taken from Neumann [12℄.
Theorem 1.8. There is a ommutative diagram with exat rows and olumns.
0

0

0

0 // µ∗ //
χ

C∗ //
χ

C∗/µ∗ //
β

0

0 // B̂(C) //
π

P̂(C) bν //
π

∧2
Z
(C) //
ǫ

K2(C) // 0
0 // B(C) //

P(C) ν //

∧2
Z
(C∗)

// K2(C) //

0
0 0 0 0
Here µ∗ is the group of roots of unity, and the maps not already dened above, are
dened as follows:
χ(z) = [z; 0, 1]− [z; 0, 0];
β([z]) = log(z) ∧ πi;
ǫ(x ∧ y) = − exp(x) ∧ exp(y);
π([z; p, q]) = [z].
In [12℄ Neumann shows that the map
L̂ : P̂(C)→ C/π2Z
[z; p, q] 7→ L(z) + πi
2
(q Log(z) + pLog(1 − z))− π2/6(1.6)
is well dened. Here L(z) = − ∫ z0 Log(1−t)t dt+ 12 Log(z) Log(1 − z) is Rogers dilog-
arithm. The map L̂ is denoted by R in Neumann [12℄.
Remark 1.9. As mentioned in Remark 1.4, the representation of a attening as
[z; p, q] depends on the hoie of logarithm branh, but one an hek that the
expression (1.6) is independent of this hoie.
2. Relative homology of groups
Reall that the homology of a disrete group G is equal to the singular homology
of its lassifying spae BG, and an be alulated as H∗(F∗⊗G Z), where F∗ is any
free Gresolution of Z.
Let H be a subgroup of G and let Cof(i) denote the ober (mapping one) of
the map BH → BG indued by inlusion. We dene the relative homology, denoted
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H∗(G,H), to be the redued singular homology groups H˜∗(Cof(i);Z). Regarding
BH as a subspae of BG, this is isomorphi to H∗(BG,BH ;Z).
For any set X we an onstrut a omplex C∗(X) of abelian groups by letting
Cn(X) be the free abelian group generated by (n+1)tuples of elements of X . The
boundary map is given by
∂(x0, . . . , xn) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i(x0, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xn).
The omplex C∗(X) is ayli in dimensions greater than 0 and H0(C∗(X)) = Z.
If X is a group G, left multipliation endows Cn(G) with the struture of a free
Gmodule and C∗(G) beomes a free Gresolution of Z. Hene, the omplex
(2.1) B∗(G) = C∗(G)⊗Z[G] Z
alulates the homology of G. Theorem 2.1 below gives a similar desription of
relative homology in terms of free resolutions. This is probably well known, but
sine we don't know of any referene we inlude a proof.
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of G and let K be the kernel of the augmen-
tation map C0(G/H) → Z. For any free Gresolution {Fi}∞i=1 of K we have a
anonial isomorphism
H∗(F∗ ⊗Z[G] Z) ∼= H∗(G,H).
That is, H∗(G,H) = Tor
Z[G]
∗ (K,Z).
Proof. It is enough to prove the existene of a free Gresolution of K for whih
the isomorphism holds. Let B∗(H) and B∗(G) be as in (2.1) and let i∗ denote the
map indued by inlusion. By the standard one onstrution (see e.g. Chapter 4.2
in Spanier [15℄), the redued homology of Cof(i) is the homology of the omplex
Di = Bi−1(H) ⊕ Bi(G), with boundary map given by the matrix
(
∂ 0
i∗ −∂
)
. Dene
a omplex Fi of free Gmodules by
Fi = Di ⊗Z Z[G], for i ≥ 2
F1 = Ker(D1 → D0)⊗Z Z[G] = B1(G)⊗Z Z[G] = C1(G).
Note that Hi(F∗ ⊗Z[G] Z) = Hi(D∗) for all i ≥ 1. The theorem will now follow if
we an prove that the map F2 → F1 has okernel isomorphi to K.
Dene a map ρ : F1 → C0(G/H) as the omposition
F1 = C1(G)
∂
// C0(G)
π
// C0(G/H),
where π is indued by projetion onto osets. It is now simple to hek that ρ
maps surjetively onto K with kernel equal to the image of F2. This proves the
theorem. 
The omplex C∗(G) an be regarded as being generated by simplies with a
Glabeling of verties. Also, B∗(G) an be regarded as being generated by sim-
plies with a Glabeling of edges. See e.g. Chapter IV in Ma Lane [8℄ for more
explanation. Similar to this, relative homology an be omputed using omplexes
of trunated simplies with labelings. This will be explored in the next setion.
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3. The omplex of trunated simplies
Let G = PSL(2,C) and let P be the image in G of the group of upper triangular
matries with 1 on the diagonal. Note that P is isomorphi to C. We now onstrut
an expliit omplex omputing the relative homology groups H∗(G,P ).
Let ∆ be an nsimplex with a vertex ordering given by assoiating an integer
i ∈ {0, . . . , n} to eah vertex. Let ∆¯ denote the orresponding trunated simplex
obtained by hopping o disjoint regular neighborhoods of the verties. Eah vertex
of ∆¯ is naturally assoiated with an ordered pair ij of distint integers. Namely,
the ijth vertex of ∆¯ is the vertex near the ith vertex of ∆ and on the edge going
to the jth vertex of ∆.
Denition 3.1. Let C¯n(G,P ), n ≥ 1, be the free abelian group generated by
Glabelings {gij} of verties of trunated nsimplies satisfying
(i) For xed i the verties ij are labeled by distint elements in G mapping to
the same left Poset.
(ii) The elements gij = (g
ij)−1gji are ounter diagonal, i.e. of the form
(
0 −a−1
a 0
)
.
Left multipliation endows C¯n(G,P ) with a Gmodule struture and the usual
boundary map indues a boundary map on C¯∗(G,P )making it into a hain omplex.
Remark 3.2. We will prove later that C¯∗(G,P ) ⊗Z[G] Z omputes the relative ho-
mology groups H∗(G,P ). For this to hold, property (ii) of Denition 3.1 is not
required. Nor is distintness in Property (i). In fat, we an dene C¯∗(G,H) for
an arbitrary group G and an arbitrary subgroup H exatly as in Denition 3.1
but without Property (ii) and without distintness in Property (i). The equality
H∗(G,H) = H∗(C¯∗(G,H)⊗Z[G] Z) will still hold. The reason for adding the extra
properties is that we will be able to interpret a generator as an ideal simplex whih
is naturally attened. This will be explained in the next setion.
Note that C¯n(G,P ) is a free Gmodule, and that we an represent a generator by
a trunated simplex together with a labeling of eah oriented edge, suh that an edge
going from vertex ij to vertex kl is labeled by (gij)−1gkl. We denote the labeling of
an edge going from vertex i to j in the untrunated simplex by gij , and the labeling
of the edges near the kth vertex by αkij , see Figure 2. We all these edges the
long edges and the short edges, respetively. By properties (i) and (ii) of Denition
3.1, the αkij 's are non-trivial elements in P and the gij 's are ounter diagonal.
Furthermore, the edge labelings are fored to satisfy that the produt of labelings
along any two-fae (inluding the triangles) is 1. We denote the omplex generated
by suh Glabelings B¯∗(G,P ). By denition we have B¯∗(G,P ) = C¯∗(G,P )⊗Z[G]Z.
In the following we will often regard the labelings of short edges as omplex
numbers using the anonial identiation of a matrix ( 1 x0 1 ) ∈ P with the omplex
number x ∈ C. The matrix orresponding to x will be denoted (x).
Note that the labelings of the short edges (regarded as omplex numbers) satisfy
(3.1)
αijk = −αikj ,
αijk + α
i
kl + α
i
lj = 0.
Lemma 3.3. Let α ∈ B¯n(G,P ) be a generator. For any i, j, k, l the labelings of
the short edges (regarded as omplex numbers) satisfy
(3.2) αikjα
j
ik = α
i
ljα
j
il.
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0
1
2
3
g02
g03g01
g10 g12
g13
g20
g21 g23
g30
g31
g32
(a) A generator of C¯3(G, P ).
0
1
2
3
g20
g01 g12 g23
g31
g03
α021
α031
α032
α102
α132α
1
03
α210
α213
α203
α310
α320
α321
(b) A generator of B¯3(G, P ).
Figure 2: Generators in the trunated omplexes. In (b), the
produt of labelings around eah two-fae is 1. For the front fae,
this implies that g01α
1
02g12α
2
10g20α
0
21 = 1. Reversing an arrow
orresponds to replaing the appropriate label by its inverse.
Moreover, if αijk 6= 0 are labelings of the short edges of a trunated nsimplex
satisfying (3.2) and (3.1), there is a unique way of labeling the long edges to obtain
a generator of B¯n(G,P ).
Proof. Consider the two-fae of α dened by the verties i, j and k. For notational
simpliity, assume that the labelings of the edges are given by
gij =
(
0 −a−1
a 0
)
, gjk =
(
0 −b−1
b 0
)
, gki =
(
0 −c−1
c 0
)
,(
αjik
)
=
(
1 p
0 1
)
,
(
αkji
)
=
(
1 q
0 1
)
,
(
αikj
)
= ( 1 r0 1 ) .
A simple alulation shows that
gij
(
αjik)gjk
(
αkji)gki
(
αikj) =
(
−bc
a
q −b
ac
(c2qr−1)
ac
b
(b2pq−1) a
bc
(
(b2pq−1)c2r−b2p
)) ,
whih is easily seen to be 1 ∈ PSL(2,C) if and only if
(3.3) a−2= rp = αikjα
j
ik, b
−2= pq = αjikα
k
ji, c
−2= qr = αkjiα
i
kj .
Sine a only depends on i and j, the rst statement follows. Given labelings of
the short edges, we an use (3.3) to dene the labelings of the long edges. This is
onsistent sine the αkij 's satisfy (3.2). 
Remark 3.4. It follows from equation (3.3) that the square root dened by our
hoie of logarithm branh gives us partiular representatives of the gij 's in SL(2,C)
satisfying gij = gji. In the following we shall thus always regard the gij 's as elements
in SL(2,C). Note, however, that the produt along hexagonal faes may now be
−1 instead of 1 in SL(2,C).
We onlude the setion with a proof that B¯∗(G,P ) omputes the relative ho-
mology groups H∗(G,P ).
Lemma 3.5. Let gP and hP be Posets, satisfying that gB 6= hB, where B =
{( λ z
0 λ−1
) ∈ PSL(2,C)}. There exist unique oset representatives gx and hy satis-
fying that (gx)−1hy is ounter diagonal.
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Proof. Let g−1h =
(
a b
c d
)
and let x =
(
1 p
0 1
)
and y =
(
1 q
0 1
)
. We have
x−1g−1hy =
(
a−cp aq+b−p(cq+d)
c cq+d
)
.
Sine gB 6= hB, it follows that c is non-zero. This implies that there exist unique
omplex numbers p and q suh that the above matrix is ounter diagonal. The
elements gx and hy are easily seen to be independent of the representatives g
and h. 
Corollary 3.6. An (n+1)tuple of left Posets that are distint as osets of B
uniquely determines a generator of C¯n(G,P ).
Proposition 3.7. Let K be the kernel of the augmentation map C0(G/P ) → Z.
The omplex C¯∗(G,P ) gives a free Gresolution of K.
Proof. We have already seen that C¯∗(G,P ) is a omplex of free modules. To prove
exatness we use a standard one argument: Given a generator α ∈ C¯n(G,P ), we
wish to dene a one S(α) ∈ C¯n+1(G,P ). Let hiP be the oset determined by
vertex i of α and let gP be a oset satisfying that gB 6= hiB for all i. The one
will depend on this hoie of oset. Let ∆¯n+1 be a trunated (n+ 1)simplex. For
i, j 6= 0 dene the labeling of vertex ij to be the labeling of vertex (i − 1)(j − 1)
of α. The remaining verties an be labeled using Lemma 3.5 above. Namely, we
label vertex 0i by gxi and vertex i0 by hi−1yi, where xi and yi are dened as in
Lemma 3.5. This nishes the denition of S(α). We an similarly dene a one on
any hain β ∈ C¯n(G,P ) as long as gB is distint from the Bosets determined by
the summands. Sine G/B is innite we an always nd suh a oset. It follows
diretly from the onstrution that
∂(S(β))− S(∂(β)) = β.
This shows that every yle is a boundary. The only thing left to prove is that the
map ∂2 : C¯2(G,P ) → C¯1(G,P ) has okernel isomorphi to K. Let π : C¯1(G,P ) →
C0(G/P ) be the map indued by ∂1. It is trivial to see that π has image in K and
maps the image of ∂2 to 0. We need to prove that eah hain in the kernel of π lies
in the image of ∂2. For a generator α ∈ C¯1(G,P ) we write ∂1(α) = α1 − α0, with
αi generators of C0(G). Sine the omplex C∗(G/P ) is ayli, we an write any
hain in the kernel of π as a sum of hains of the form α0 −α1 +α2 satisfying that
α1i and α
0
i+1 (indies modulo 3) are in the same Poset. Dene g
ij
by the formula
(indies modulo 3)
∂αi = α
1
i − α0i = gi+2,i+1 − gi+1,i+2,
and let these be the labelings of a generator τ ∈ C¯2(G,P ). It is now a simple
matter to hek that ∂2τ = α0 − α1 + α2. This onludes the proof. 
Corollary 3.8. We have an isomorphism
H∗(B¯∗(G,P )) = H∗(G,P ).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. 
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3.1. Deorations and attenings. In this setion we disuss some of the un-
derlying geometry behind the omplex of trunated simplies. We shall see that
every generator of B¯3(G,P ) an be regarded as an ideal simplex together with a
deoration whih endows the ideal simplex with a natural attening. This will be
used to dene a map Ψ: H3(G,P )→ B̂(C).
Reall that G ats on H3, whih we identify with upper half spae. The subgroup
P xes ∞ ∈ H¯3 and ats by translations on any horosphere at ∞. We endow a
horosphere at ∞ with the ounterlokwise orientation as viewed from ∞. Using
the ation of G, this indues an orientation on all horospheres.
Denition 3.9. A horosphere together with a hoie of orientation preserving
isometry to C is alled a eulidean horosphere. We onsider two eulidean horo-
spheres based at the same point equal if the isometries dier by a translation. We
let G at on the set of eulidean horospheres in the obvious way.
Remark 3.10. The ation of G on the set of eulidean horospheres is transitive
with stabilizer P . Hene, the set of eulidean horospheres an be identied with
the set of left P -osets. This identiation is xed one we have piked a referene
eulidean horosphere. A natural hoie for suh is the plane (horosphere at ∞) at
height 1 over the xy plane (identied with C) with the eulidean struture indued
by projetion. For future referene we will denote this by H(∞).
Denition 3.11. A hoie of eulidean horosphere at eah vertex of an ideal sim-
plex is alled a deoration of the simplex. Having xed a deoration, we say that
the ideal simplex is deorated. Two deorated ideal simplies are alled ongruent
if they dier by an element in G.
A horosphere based at one of the ideal verties of an ideal simplex intersets the
simplex in an oriented eulidean triangle, whih we will refer to as an intersetion
triangle. A deoration enables us to view the intersetion triangles as expliit trian-
gles in C. The assoiation of ross-ratio parameters to the edges of an ideal simplex
(see Figure 1) assoiates ross-ratio parameters to the verties of the intersetion
triangles as shown in Figure 3.
z
z′
z′′
e2
e1
e0
Figure 3: An intersetion triangle of an ideal simplex. The ross-
ratio parameter at a vertex indiates the relationship between
the two outgoing edges. Regarding the oriented edges as om-
plex numbers, we have e1 = ze2, e0 = −z
′−1
e2 and e0 = z
′′
e1.
The ordering of the edges is the one indued from the vertex
ordering of the ideal simplex.
We wish to show that there is a one-to-one orrespondene between generators of
B¯3(G,P ) and ongruene lasses of deorated ideal simplies. Let {gij} be vertex
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labelings of a generator in C¯3(G,P ) orresponding to an inhomogeneous generator
α ∈ B¯3(G,P ). Dene ideal verties vi ∈ C∪{∞} by vi = gij∞. This is independent
of j by property (i) of Denition 3.1. The vi's determine an ideal simplex ∆, whih
up to ongruene only depends on α. Sine the produt of edge labelings of α
along eah ut-o triangle is 1, the identiation of P with C gives eah ut-o
triangle the geometri shape of a eulidean triangle determined up to translation.
We wish to prove that the ut-o triangles orrespond to intersetion triangles of a
deoration of ∆. A neessary ondition for this to hold is that the ut-o triangles
satisfy the same geometri properties as the geometri properties of the intersetion
triangles desribed above.
Lemma 3.12. Let α ∈ B¯3(G,P ) be a generator and let z denote the ross-ratio
of the assoiated ideal simplex ∆. The labelings satisfy the following relations. In
partiular, the ut-o triangles are similar.
z = α012/α
0
13 = α
1
03/α
1
02 = α
2
30/α
2
31 = α
3
21/α
3
20
z′ = α013/α
0
23 = α
3
02/α
3
01 = α
1
20/α
1
23 = α
2
31/α
2
01
z′′ = α032/α
0
12 = α
2
01/α
2
03 = α
1
23/α
1
03 = α
3
10/α
3
12
(3.4)
Proof. We only need to prove the rst equation. The other two are trivial on-
sequenes. Reall that the verties of ∆ are given by a hoie of homogeneous
representative of α in C¯3(G,P ). Using the unique representative with g
01 = 1 in
PSL(2,C), we obtain that the ideal verties are v0 =∞, v1 = g01∞, v2 = (α012)g02∞
and v3 = (α
0
13)g03∞, and omputing the ross-ratio yields
[∞, g01∞, (α012)g02∞, (α013)g03∞] = [∞, 0, α012, α013] = α012/α013 = z.
Doing the same for the representative with g23 = 1 gives verties v0 = α
2
30, v1 = α
2
31,
v2 = ∞, v3 = 0 and ross-ratio α230/α231. This proves the rst and third equality.
The seond and fourth equality follow diretly from (3.2). 
Theorem 3.13. Generators of B¯3(G,P ) are in one-one orrespondene with on-
gruene lasses of deorated ideal simplies.
Proof. We have already seen that the deoration of a deorated ideal simplex en-
dows eah intersetion triangle with the shape of a triangle in C whih is determined
up to translation. Using the identiation of omplex numbers with elements in P ,
this determines labelings of the small edges in a trunated simplex. Note that these
labelings only depend on the ongruene lass of the deorated simplex. Using the
geometry of the intersetion triangles desribed in Figure 3, we see that the label-
ings satisfy (3.4). Sine (3.4) obviously implies (3.2) it follows from Lemma 3.3 that
the labelings dene a unique generator of B¯3(G,P ). Now let α ∈ B¯3(G,P ) be a gen-
erator and let ∆ be the assoiated ideal simplex. Sine the ut-o triangles satisfy
(3.4), there is a unique way of piking eulidean horospheres at the ideal verties
of ∆ suh that the intersetion triangles oinide with the ut-o triangles. 
Remark 3.14. Theorem 3.13 also follows from Remark 3.10 and Corollary 3.6. Note
that if we identify the eulidean horosphere at a vertex of a deorated ideal simplex
with a oset gP , then g−1 takes the intersetion triangle to a triangle in H(∞)
whose projetion onto C equals (up to translation) the expliit triangle given by
the deoration.
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As we shall see below, a deorated ideal simplex is naturally equipped with a
attening. For a matrix g =
(
a b
c d
)
we let c(g) denote the entry c.
Lemma 3.15. Let α be a generator of B¯3(G,P ), and let z denote the ross-ratio
of α regarded as an ideal simplex. Note that for eah of the long edges, c(gij) is
well dened by Remark 3.4 and is non-zero. We have
(3.5)
c(g03)c(g12)
c(g02)c(g13)
= ±z, c(g13)c(g02)
c(g01)c(g23)
= ± 1
1− z ,
c(g01)c(g23)
c(g03)c(g12)
= ±(1− 1
z
).
Proof. From (3.3), we have that c(gij)
2 = (αikjα
j
ik)
−1 = (αiljα
j
il)
−1
and using (3.4)
one easily heks that
c(g03)
2c(g12)
2
c(g02)2c(g13)2
= z2,
from whih the rst equality follows. The other equalities are proved similarly. 
Remark 3.16. One an prove that the signs in (3.5) are (+,+,−) if and only if
the produt of labelings around hexagonal faes is onstant. By Remark 3.4 this
onstant is either 1, in whih ase α is in B¯3(SL(2,C), P ), or −1, in whih ase
−α is in B¯3(SL(2,C), P ). Here −α denotes the labeled trunated simplex obtained
from α by hanging the signs of all the labelings of long edges. We will need this
in Setion 7 where we disuss SL(2,C)representations and their relations to even
attenings.
It now follows from Lemma 3.15 that we an dene a attening of ∆ by dening
log-parameters
w0(α) = Log c(g03) + Log c(g12)− Log c(g02)− Log c(g13),
w1(α) = Log c(g02) + Log c(g13)− Log c(g01)− Log c(g23),
w2(α) = Log c(g01) + Log c(g23)− Log c(g03)− Log c(g12).
(3.6)
Note that sine c(gij) = c(gji), the log-parameters above are a sum of logarithms
of omplex numbers assoiated to the unoriented edges of ∆. We will refer to them
as Log(c)parameters.
Consider the map
(3.7) Ψ: B¯3(G,P )→ P̂(C), α 7→ (w0(α), w1(α), w2(α)).
Theorem 3.17. The map Ψ dened above sends boundaries to 0 and yles to
B̂(C), and we therefore obtain an indued map
(3.8) Ψ: H3(G,P )→ B̂(C).
Proof. This follows as in Setion 3.1 in DupontZikert [4℄. Let α ∈ B¯4(G,P ) be
a generator, and let αi denote the ve generators of B¯3(G,P ) obtained from α by
deleting the ith vertex. We have
∂α =
∑
(−1)iαi.
Let (wi0, w
i
1, w
i
2) be the attening of the simplex orresponding to αi as dened by
(3.6). We have that Ψ(∂α) = 0 if and only if the attenings (wi0, w
i
1, w
i
2) satisfy the
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attening ondition, whih is equivalent to satisfying the ten equations (1.5). We
verify the rst of these and leave the others to the reader. We have
w20 =Log c(g04) + Log c(g13)− Log c(g03)− Log c(g14)
w30 =Log c(g04) + Log c(g12)− Log c(g02)− Log c(g14)
w40 =Log c(g03) + Log c(g12)− Log c(g02)− Log c(g13),
from whih it follows that the equation w20 − w30 + w40 = 0 is satised. Having
veried all the ten equations of (1.5), we have proved that Ψ sends boundaries to
zero. To prove that Ψ sends yles to B̂(C) dene a map µ : B¯2(G,P )→ C∧Z C by
(3.9) α 7→ Log c(g01) ∧ Log c(g02)
− Log c(g01) ∧ Log c(g12) + Log c(g02) ∧ Log c(g12).
Letting Z[Ĉ] be the free abelian group on the set of attenings, a straightforward
alulation shows that the diagram below is ommutative.
(3.10)
B¯3(G,P )
∂

Ψ
// Z[Ĉ]
bν

B¯2(G,P )
µ
// C ∧Z C
This means that yles are mapped to B̂(C) as desired. 
Remark 3.18. The reader may argue that Ψ depends on the hoie of logarithm
used to dene the attenings. This is not the ase, see Remark 6.11.
The omposition L̂ ◦ Ψ: H3(G,P ) → C/π2Z, where L̂ is given by (1.6), an be
viewed as a relative CheegerChernSimons lass. The fat that it agrees with cˆ2
on H3(G) will be proved in Setion 6.
4. Boundary-paraboli representations
In this setion we dene the notion of a boundary-paraboli representation of a
tame manifold and onstrut a developing map of suh. In the following we assume
that all manifolds are smooth and oriented.
Denition 4.1. A tame manifold is a manifold M dieomorphi to the interior
of a ompat manifold M¯ . The boundary omponents of M¯ are alled the ends of
M . We allow the number of ends to be zero so that a losed manifold is a tame
manifold with no ends.
To avoid onfusing readers familiar with existing terminology, we stress that an
end is a boundary omponent of M¯ and not a losed regular neighborhood of a
boundary omponent as many other authors dene it.
Let M be a tame manifold. By the ollar neighborhood theorem, we an regard
M¯ as a retrat of M , and we therefore have a anonial identiation of π1(M)
with π1(M¯). Eah of the ends of M denes a subgroup of π1(M), whih is well
dened up to onjugation. We all these the peripheral subgroups ofM . We neither
require that the ends are inompressible nor that the genus is greater than zero, so
the peripheral subgroups may be trivial.
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Denition 4.2. An element of G is alled paraboli if it xes exatly one point in
∂H¯3. A subgroup of G is alled paraboli if all its element are paraboli xing a
ommon point in ∂H¯3.
It is easy to see that any paraboli subgroup is onjugate to a subgroup of P .
Denition 4.3. A representation ρ : π1(M)→ PSL(2,C) is alled boundary-paraboli
if ρ maps eah peripheral subgroup to a paraboli subgroup. An end is alled trivial
with respet to ρ if its orresponding paraboli subgroup is trivial. If ρ is lear from
the ontext we will just all the end trivial.
Example 4.4. The geometri representation of a hyperboli 3manifold is boundary-
paraboli. It is dened up to onjugation. All the ends are non-trivial tori.
Example 4.5. Reall that any hyperboli manifold M is isometri to H3/Γ, where
Γ is a disrete subgroup of PSL(2,C). The trae eld Q(trΓ) ofM is the subeld of
C generated over Q by the traes of the elements of Γ. The trae eld is a number
eld, and if M is non-ompat, the geometri representation of M is onjugate to a
representation into PSL(2,Q(trΓ)). If n is the degree of Q(trΓ), there are exatly
n embeddings of Q(trΓ) in C. Composing the geometri representation with the
map PSL(2,Q(trΓ)) → PSL(2,C) indued by one of these embeddings gives a
representation whih is alled a Galois onjugate of ρ. All Galois onjugates of the
geometri representation are boundary-paraboli. We refer to Reid-Malahlan [9℄
for more details on trae elds.
Remark 4.6. Suppose M has a single end whih is a torus. In this ase, the set
of onjugation lasses of (irreduible) boundary-paraboli representations is often
nite. For example, if all omponents of the PSL(2,C)harater variety are one
dimensional, the haraters of boundary-paraboli representations are given by the
nite set I−1m (4), where m denotes a meridian, and Iλ, for λ ∈ π1(M), is the regular
funtion taking ρ to (tr ρ(λ))2. In Cooper et al. [3℄, the authors prove that all
omponents of the SL(2,C)harater variety are one dimensional if M ontains
no losed inompressible surfae. The dimension of the PSL(2,C)harater va-
riety is in general bigger than the SL(2,C) analog, but if M is irreduible and if
H1(M ;Z/2Z) = Z/2Z (e.g. if M is a knot omplement), the dimensions are the
same, see BoyerZhang [1℄.
Remark 4.7. If M is a hyperboli twist knot, it follows from HosteShanahan [7℄
that every boundary-paraboli representation, whih is not onjugate to a repre-
sentation in P , is a Galois onjugate of the geometri representation.
4.1. The developing map of a representation. Let M be a tame manifold
and let Mˆ be the ompatiation of M obtained by ollapsing eah boundary
omponent of M¯ to a point. We shall refer to points in Mˆ orresponding to the
ends as ideal points of M . Similarly, we let ˆ˜M denote the ompatiation of the
universal over of M¯ obtained by adding ideal points orresponding to the lifts of
the ends of M . The overing map extends to a map from ˆ˜M to Mˆ . In the following
we assume that a base point in M and one of its lifts has been xed one and
for all. With the base points xed we have an ation of π1(M) on M˜ by overing
transformations, whih extends to an ation on
ˆ˜M . This ation is no longer free.
The stabilizer of a lift e˜ of an ideal point e orresponding to an end E is isomorphi
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to an end subgroup π1(E). Changing the lift e˜ orresponds to hanging the end
subgroup by a onjugation.
Denition 4.8. A triangulation of a tame manifold M is an identiation of Mˆ
with a omplex obtained by gluing together simplies with simpliial attahing
maps. We do not require that the triangulation is simpliial but we do require that
open simplies embed.
A triangulation of M always exists. It lifts uniquely to a triangulation of M˜ ,
and it indues a triangulation of eah end of M as the link of the orresponding
ideal point.
Lemma 4.9. Let ∆ be an nsimplex in Rn with an ordering of the verties. Given
any ideal nsimplex ∆′ ∈ Hn with a vertex ordering, there exists a unique homeo-
morphism from ∆ to ∆′ that restrits to an order preserving map of verties, and
takes eulidean straight lines to hyperboli straight lines.
Proof. The existene of suh a homeomorphism is obvious if we work in the Klein
model of hyperboli spae, where the hyperboli straight lines and the eulidean
straight lines oinide. The uniqueness follows from the fat that any loal home-
omorphism between open subsets of Rn preserving straight lines is ane. 
We all a homeomorphism as in Lemma 4.9 an ideal homeomorphism.
Denition 4.10. LetM be a triangulated tame 3manifold and let ρ be a boundary-
paraboli representation. A developing map of ρ is a ρequivariant map
(4.1) Dρ :
ˆ˜M → H¯3
sending all zero-ells to ∂H¯3 and satisfying that the omposition of Dρ with the
harateristi map of a ell is an ideal homeomorphism onto a non-degenerate ideal
simplex. Two developing maps are alled equivalent if they agree on the ideal points
orresponding to lifts of non-trivial ends.
Note that if D is a developing map of ρ, then gD is a developing map of gρg−1.
Theorem 4.11. If the triangulation of M is suiently ne, a developing map
always exists, and it is unique up to equivalene. A single baryentri subdivision is
enough to ensure that any boundary-paraboli representation (inluding the trivial
representation) admits a developing map.
Proof. Our onstrution follows that of Setion 8 of NeumannYang [13℄. A de-
veloping map is uniquely determined by its value on the zero-ells, of whih there
are three dierent types to onsider: ideal points orresponding to non-trivial ends,
ideal points orresponding to trivial ends, and interior zero-ells.
Let e denote an ideal point of M orresponding to a non-trivial end and let
e˜i denote the lifts of e. As desribed above, eah of the e˜i's denes a peripheral
subgroup. The ρimage of the peripheral subgroup of e˜i is a paraboli subgroup Pi
with a unique xed point vi ∈ ∂H¯3. Dene
(4.2) Dρ(e˜i) = vi.
Note that Dρ(αe˜i) = ρ(α)vi for every i and every α ∈ π1(M). We dene Dρ on the
rest of the zero-skeleton by letting lifts of trivial ends and interior zero-ells map
equivariantly to arbitrary points in ∂H¯3 requiring that zero-ells in the losure of a
3ell map to distint points. Sine we don't allow degenerate simplies, we might
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need to subdivide the triangulation to get a well dened developing map. This is
the ase e.g. if two peripheral subgroups map to the same paraboli subgroup. It is
lear that a single baryentri subdivision is enough to ensure non-degeneray. The
uniqueness statement follows from the fat that ρequivariane fores the image of
lifts of non-trivial ideal points to be as in (4.2). 
Remark 4.12. Given a triangulation, the fundamental group is generated by fae
pairings, and a boundary-paraboli representation is given by an assoiation of an
element in PSL(2,C) to eah suh fae pairing satisfying the relevant relations.
Given this data, the proess of developing a boundary-paraboli representation is
ompletely algorithmi and works very fast even for a high number of simplies.
Sine a developing map of ρ is ρequivariant, it endows eah simplex in the
triangulation of M with the shape of an ideal simplex, and it thus allows us to
think of M as a spae obtained by gluing together ideal simplies. If M is a
hyperboli 3manifold and ρ is the geometri representation, a developing map
provides a degree one ideal triangulation of M in the sense of NeumannYang [13℄.
In the next setion we will dene a fundamental lass of ρ. To obtain this we
will need that eah of the ideal simplies are deorated, that is, we need to hoose
eulidean horospheres at eah of the ideal verties.
Denition 4.13. Let ρ be a boundary-paraboli representation of a tame, trian-
gulated 3manifold M , and let D denote a developing map of ρ. Let x ∈ Mˆ be a
zero-ell. For eah lift x˜ ∈ ˆ˜M of x let H(D(x˜)) be a eulidean horosphere based
at D(x˜). The olletion {H(D(x˜))}x˜∈π−1(x) of eulidean horospheres is alled a
deoration of x if the following equivariane ondition is satised:
(4.3) H(D(αx˜)) = ρ(α)H(D(x˜)), for α ∈ π1(M), x˜ ∈ π−1(x)
Denition 4.14. Let M and ρ be as above. A developing map of ρ together with
a hoie of deoration of eah zero-ell of M is alled a deoration of ρ. If we have
piked a deoration we say that ρ is deorated. We onsider two deorations to be
equivalent if they agree on non-trivial ideal points.
Note that a deorated representation endows eah simplex of Mˆ with the stru-
ture of a deorated ideal simplex determined up to ongruene.
5. The fundamental lass of a representation
In this setion we show that the notion of deoration from Denition 4.14 extends
to the more general setup of (G,H)representations. We show that a deorated
(G,H)representation determines a fundamental lass inH∗(G,H), and we desribe
a partiularly simple way of onstruting this lass in the speial ase of boundary-
paraboli representations. The general theory seems interesting in itself, and we
develop it in detail. All manifolds are assumed to be smooth and oriented, but not
neessarily of dimension 3.
Denition 5.1. Let M be a tame manifold and let H be a subgroup of G, where
G is any (disrete) group. A representation ρ : π1(M) → G is alled a (G,H)
representation if ρ sends peripheral subgroups to onjugates of subgroups of H .
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5.1. Denition of the fundamental lass. We start with the ase where M is
losed and H is the trivial subgroup. In this ase a (G,H)representation is just a
representation. Reall that onjugation lasses of representations of π1(M) are in
one-one orrespondene with homotopy lasses of lassifying maps M → BG.
Denition 5.2. Let ρ : π1(M)→ G be a representation and let f denote its las-
sifying map. The fundamental lass of ρ is the lass f∗[M ], where [M ] is the
fundamental lass of M .
Suppose thatM is triangulated. As mentioned in Setion 2 a generator of B∗(G)
an be regarded as a simplex with a Glabeling of edges. We an therefore produe
yles in B∗(G) by labeling the edges ofM in an appropriate fashion. The denition
below is taken from Neumann [12℄.
Denition 5.3. Let M be a triangulated manifold. Let Sq(M) be the set of
oriented qells of M . A Goyle on M is a map σ : S1(M) → G satisfying the
properties:
(i) σ〈v0, v2〉 = σ〈v0, v1〉σ〈v1, v2〉 for 〈v0, v1, v2〉 ∈ S2(M).
(ii) σ〈v1, v0〉 = σ〈v0, v1〉−1.
If τ : S0(M) → G is a 0ohain, then its oboundary ation on Goyles is to
replae σ by
(5.1) 〈v0, v1〉 7→ τ(v0)−1σ〈v0, v1〉τ(v1).
A Goyle σ gives rise to a representation ρ : π1(M)→ G whih is well dened
one we have hosen a zero-ell as a base point. We say that σ represents ρ. Given
a representation we an always nd a oyle representing it, e.g. by dening the
oyle to be the identity on edges of a maximal tree. A representing oyle is
unique up to the ation by oboundaries. From this the proposition below easily
follows. It does not require that M be losed.
Proposition 5.4. There is a one-one orrespondene between Goyles up to the
ation by oboundaries, and homotopy lasses of lassifying maps M → BG.
To obtain a yle in B∗(G) from a Goyle, we need that eah simplex in the
triangulation of M has a vertex ordering whih is respeted by the fae identia-
tions.
Denition 5.5. An ordering of a triangulated tame manifold M is an ordering of
the verties of eah simplex satisfying that the orientation of edges indued by the
ordering agrees under the identiation of faes. Having xed an ordering we say
that M is ordered.
Remark 5.6. Not every triangulation has an ordering, but after performing a single
baryentri subdivision, we have a natural ordering by odimension. Namely, the
ith vertex of a simplex is the unique vertex lying in a fae of odimension i in the
original simplex.
Proposition 5.7. Let M be a losed, ordered, triangulated nmanifold with a rep-
resentation ρ : π1(M) → G. Let σ be a Goyle representing ρ and let ∆i be the
simplies of M endowed with the Glabeling of oriented edges indued by σ. Let ǫi
be a sign indiating whether or not the orientation of ∆i indued by the ordering
agrees with the orientation it inherits from M . The yle
(5.2)
∑
ǫi∆i ∈ Bn(G)
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represents the fundamental lass.
Proof. The proof is an appliation of the Milnor onstrution of BG, whih we
reall below. Let ∆n = {(t0, . . . , tn) ∈ Rn+1 |
∑
i ti = 1} be the standard simplex
and let ∂i denote the map ∆
n−1 → ∆n inserting a zero on the ith oordinate. We
have
(5.3) BG =
(
∞⊔
n=1
∆n ×Gn
)/
∼
where the relation is generated by (∂it, x) ∼ (t, dix), with
di(g1, . . . gn) =

(g2, . . . , gn) for i = 0
(g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gn) for 0 < i < n
(g1, . . . , gn−1) for i = n
.
Note that the set Gn parametrizes the set of Goyles on ∆n. Namely, a tuple
(g1, . . . , gn) orresponds to the unique oyle sending the edge [ei−1, ei] to gi,
where ei is the ith standard basis vetor. This means that an ordered simplex
with a Goyle is naturally equipped with a map to BG. The oyle σ indues
a Goyle of eah simplex of M , and sine M is ordered, the maps to BG respet
the fae pairings, and thus indue a map from M to BG. By onstrution, the
indued map on π1 is ρ, so it is a lassifying map. Using the anonial isomorphism
between the ellular omplex of BG with the omplex B∗(G), it follows that the
fundamental lass has the given representation. 
We now return to the general ase of a (G,H)representation of a tame manifold.
Reall that a triangulation ofM indues a triangulation of ∂M¯ . It also indues a ell
deomposition of M¯ using hybrids of trunated simplies and normal simplies. A
simplex ofM with verties onsisting entirely of ideal points gives rise to a trunated
simplex, and a simplex of M onsisting entirely of interior points gives rise to a
normal simplex. The notion of a Goyle extends to suh ell deompositions in
the obvious way.
Denition 5.8. A (G,H)oyle is a Goyle on M¯ sending edges of ∂M¯ to
H . A 0ohain sending verties of ∂M¯ to H ats on a (G,H)oyle as in (5.1).
Proposition 5.9. There is a one-one orrespondene between (G,H)oyles up
to the ation by oboundaries, and homotopy ommuting diagrams
(5.4)
∂M¯

// BH

M¯ // BG.
Proof. Using the Milnor onstrution of BG we see that a (G,H)oyle indues
a diagram as above. Now suppose we have a diagram as above. Let f denote the
map from M¯ to BG, and let σ be a Goyle representing f . Sine the restrition
of f to ∂M¯ is homotopy equivalent to a map into BH , Proposition 5.4 implies that
the restrition of σ to ∂M¯ an be modied by oboundaries to send edges of ∂M¯ to
H . The (G,H)oyle thus produed is unique up to the ation by oboundaries,
and the indued map is homotopy equivalent to f . 
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We an now dene the fundamental lass of a (G,H)oyle as the image of
the fundamental lass [M¯, ∂M¯ ] under the orresponding map (5.4).
Let M¯ ′ be the manifold obtained from M¯ by removing small disjoint open balls
around eah interior zero-ell. Note that the triangulation of M indues a ell
deomposition of M¯ ′ onsisting entirely of trunated simplies. If M has dimen-
sion n ≥ 3, it follows from Proposition 5.9 that there is a one-one orrespondene
between oyles on M¯ and oyles on M¯ ′ (modulo oboundaries), and that or-
responding oyles indues the same fundamental lass. We have the following
generalization of Proposition 5.7.
Proposition 5.10. LetM be an ordered, triangulated manifold of dimension n ≥ 3,
and let τ be a (G,H)oyle on M¯ ′. The fundamental lass is represented in
B¯n(G,H) by the yle ∑
ǫi∆¯i,
where ∆¯i are the trunated simplies in the triangulation of M¯
′
with edge labelings
given by τ , and ǫi is a sign indiating whether or not the orientation of ∆¯i given
by the ordering agrees with the orientation indued from M¯ ′.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.7. We give a sketh and
leave the details to the reader. Let T n be a set parametrizing the set of (G,H)
oyles of a trunated nsimplex. Consider the spae
B(G,H) =
(
∞⊔
n=1
∆¯n × T n
)/
∼
where the relation is the trunated analog of the relation in (5.3). The map from
Gn to T n obtained by labeling all short edges by 1 indues a map from BG to
B(G,H), whose restrition to BH an be seen to be null homotopi. By the
universal property of the homotopy ober, B(G,H) is a model for the ober of
BH → BG. The homology of B(G,H) is equal to the homology of B¯∗(G,H), and
the fundamental lass is easily seen to have a representation as in the proposition.

5.2. The (G,H) oyle. We will now desribe how to assoiate a (G,H)oyle
to a (G,H)representation ρ. By Proposition 5.9 this denes a fundamental lass.
The oyle, and therefore also the fundamental lass, will depend on a hoie of
deoration whih we dene below.
Let ei denote the ideal points orresponding to the non-trivial ends Ei of M ,
and hoose lifts e˜i ∈ ˆ˜M of ei. As in Setion 4.1 this denes peripheral subgroups
π1(Ei). Let Hi denote the image of π1(Ei). Note that replaing e˜i by αe˜i replaes
Hi by its onjugate ρ(α)Hiρ(α)
−1
. Pik a Goyle of M¯ that represents ρ and
sends edges of Ei to Hi. To see that suh a oyle exists, we an onstrut it as
follows: pik an Hioyle σi on Ei representing the restrition of ρ to π1(Ei).
Dene a oyle on M¯ , by letting its restrition to Ei be σi and letting it be 1 on
edges of a maximal tree in M¯\ ∪i Ei ontaining edge paths from the base point in
M to Ei. This uniquely speies the value on all edges of M¯ . Up to the ation by
oboundaries sending verties of Ei to Hi, this oyle is unique one the hoies
of lifts e˜i have been xed. Pik elements gi satisfying g
−1
i Higi ⊂ H . We all these
onjugation elements. Modifying the above Goyle by the oboundary of the
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0ohain
τ(v) =
{
gi if v ∈ Ei
1 otherwise
gives us a (G,H)oyle, whih up to the ation by oboundaries, only depends
on the hoies of onjugation elements. We will refer to it as the (G,H)oyle
assoiated to ρ. Note that multiplying a onjugation element from the right by an
element in H , hanges the (G,H)oyle by a oboundary. In the following we
will thus regard the onjugation elements as left Hosets.
The onjugation elements, and therefore also the assoiated (G,H)oyle, de-
pend on the hoies of lifts. To indiate this dependene we will now denote them
gi(e˜i). To make the assoiated (G,H)oyle independent of the hoies of lifts,
the onjugation elements have to be hosen in an equivariant fashion.
Denition 5.11. Let ρ be a (G,H)representation. A set of onjugation elements
gi(αe˜i), α ∈ π1(M), satisfying the equivariane ondition
(5.5) gi(αe˜i) = ρ(α)gi(e˜i), α ∈ π1(M).
is alled a deoration of ρ.
Remark 5.12. Note that deorations are parametrized by the group
(
NG(H)/H
)n
,
where n is the number of non-trivial ends and NG(H) is the normalizer of H in G.
Given a deoration, the assoiated (G,H)oyle is well dened, and unique up
to the ation by oboundaries. We have thus proved:
Theorem 5.13. A deoration of a (G,H)representation determines a fundamen-
tal lass in H∗(G,H).
5.3. An expliit onstrution of the fundamental lass. We now speialize
to the ase of boundary-paraboli representations of tame 3manifolds, i.e. the ase
with G = PSL(2,C), and H = P . In this ase there is a partiularly simple way of
onstruting the (G,P )oyle.
Lemma 5.14. For a boundary-paraboli representation of a tame 3manifold, there
is a natural one-one orrespondene between deorations by eulidean horospheres
and deorations by onjugation elements.
Proof. By Remark 3.10, a eulidean horosphere H(v) at v ∈ ∂H¯3 orresponds to a
left oset gP , where g takes H(∞) to H(v). Hene, we only need to hek that the
two notions of equivariane as dened in Denition 4.13 and Denition 5.11 agree.
We leave this to the reader. 
Let ρ be a deorated boundary-paraboli representation of a tame 3manifold
M . We will assume that M is ordered. This is no restrition sine we an always
obtain an ordering by performing a baryentri subdivision. Reall that ρ endows
eah of the 3ells of M with the shape of a deorated ideal simplex. We an thus
think of M as a olletion {∆i} of deorated ideal tetrahedra together with a set of
fae pairings. By Theorem 3.13 eah ∆i orresponds to a generator ∆¯i of B¯3(G,P ),
whih is a trunated simplex together with a labeling of its oriented edges. The
fae pairings of ∆i indue fae pairings of the orresponding trunated simplies ∆¯i.
Note that the omplex obtained by gluing these together is homeomorphi to M¯ ′,
the manifold obtained from M¯ by removing disjoint open balls around eah interior
zero-ell. Sine both the deorations and the orderings respet the fae pairings, we
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see that the fae pairings of the trunated simplies respet the labelings of short
edges. Sine the labelings of long edges are determined uniquely by the labelings of
the short edges, the fae pairings respet the labelings of long edges as well. This
means that the labelings form a (G,P )oyle σ of M¯ ′.
Theorem 5.15. The oyle σ is the (G,P )oyle assoiated to ρ.
Proof. Up to multipliation by elements of G, a developing map an be uniquely
reonstruted from the ideal simplex shapes and the gluing pattern. Sine a rep-
resentation is determined by the equivalene lass of its developing map, it follows
from Theorem 3.13 that σ represents ρ. The fat that σ is the (G,P )oyle as-
soiated to the orret deoration of ρ is an easy onsequene of the observation in
Remark 3.14. 
Corollary 5.16. The yle
(5.6)
∑
ǫi∆¯i ∈ B¯3(G,P )
represents the fundamental lass. As always, ǫi is a sign whih is positive if and
only if the orientation given by the ordering agrees with the indued orientation.
Remark 5.17. IfM is not ordered the above onstrution still works, but we need the
ordering to represent the fundamental lass in the trunated omplex. Performing
a baryentri subdivision produes new non-ideal zero ells, and a deoration an
be obtained by equivariantly shooting o these new zero ells to random points
in ∂H¯3 and piking random deorations at these points satisfying the equivariane
ondition (4.3). As before, this produes a (G,P )oyle σ. The shooting o
proess hanges the geometry, but the fundamental lass, whih only depends on
the deoration at ideal points, is still given by σ.
Example 5.18. We illustrate the above by onstruting the fundamental lass
of the geometri representation of the 52 knot omplement. This manifold has an
ordered triangulation as shown in Figure 4. For eah of the simplies the orientation
determined by the ordering agrees with its inherited orientation, i.e., the signs ǫi
are all positive. As desribed e.g. in NeumannZagier [14℄, the ideal simplex shapes
0
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2
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2
Figure 4: Gluing pattern for the 52 knot omplement.
obtained by developing the geometri representation an be found by solving a set
of polynomial equations alled the gluing equations. In this ase there are ve gluing
equations, one for eah of the edges and two for the usp. The gluing equation for
an edge states that the produt of the ross-ratio parameters assoiated to it is 1.
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Letting u, v and w denote the ross-ratios, we an read o the gluing equations for
the edges from Figure 4. We obtain:
u′u′′vv′w′2w′′ = 1, uu′′v′v′′w2 = 1, uu′vv′′w′′ = 1.
Figure 5 below shows a developing of the usp. Sine the usp is a torus, the
w′′ w
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u′ u
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1
Figure 5: Developing image of the usp.
peripheral subgroup has two generators, and the requirement that these both map
to parabolis yields two equations, whih an be read o from Figure 5:
w−1u′ = 1, w′u′uv′ww′′u′w′wv′uu′′v′ = 1.
The ideal triangulation is given by the unique solution of the above ve equations
satisfying that u, v and w all have positive imaginary part. After a little algebrai
manipulation we obtain that the solutions are given by u = x2, v = x2 − x + 1
and w = v = x2 − x + 1, where x is a root of x3 − x2 + 1. The geometri solution
orresponds to the root with positive imaginary part. The two other solutions
orrespond to Galois onjugates.
A deoration allows us to view the onguration in Figure 5 as a onguration
in C, and we an thus assign a omplex number to eah oriented edge as dened
by the vetor going from the start point to the end point. In this example we
hoose the deoration suh that the lower left edge has verties at 0 and 1. Using
Figure 3 we see that the labelings of all edges are given by produts of ross-ratio
parameters, e.g. the shortest edge (oriented downwards) is labeled by w(v′′)−1 =
u−1v. Eah of the triangles in Figure 5 orresponds to a ut-o triangle as indiated
by the numbers. This gives us labelings of the short edges in Figure 4 whih
obviously satisfy (3.2), and by Lemma 3.3, the labelings of the long edges are
uniquely determined by (3.3). We obtain that the edges marked with the small
arrow, the bigger arrow and the biggest arrow, respetively, are labeled by the
matries (
0 −a−1
a 0
)
,
(
0 −b−1
b 0
)
,
(
0 −c−1
c 0
)
,
with a, b and c satisfying
(5.7) a2 = (w′′)−1 = 1− x, b2 = 1, c2 = (ww′−1)−1 = x2 − x− 1.
This nishes the onstrution of the (G,P )oyle assoiated to the geometri
representation, and the fundamental lass is now given by (5.6).
Note that all we need to produe the fundamental lass is the gluing pattern of
the triangulation together with the developing image of eah of the ends.
Remark 5.19. To see the dependene of the deoration expliitly, onsider the nat-
ural map H3(PSL(2,C), P )→ H2(P ). An expliit formula for this map is given by
the map taking a trunated simplex to the sum of the four triangles determined by
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the small edges. Changing the deoration orresponds to hanging the labelings of
short edges by an element in C∗, and it thus follows that dierent deorations yield
fundamental lasses having dierent images in H2(P ). In the general ase, the fun-
damental lass depends on the deoration whenever NG(H)/H ats non-trivially
on the homology of H .
5.4. Other pairs. We briey disuss how the onstrution of the fundamental lass
works for other pairs of groups.
5.4.1. Boundary-loxodromi representations. SupposeM is a tame 3manifold where
all the ends of M are tori. A Grepresentation of π1(M) taking peripheral sub-
groups to subgroups xing a unique geodesi, is a (G, T )representation, where T is
the subgroup of diagonal elements. Sine NG(T )/T = Z/2Z, there are 2
n
dierent
deorations, where n is the number of ends. By Theorem 5.13 eah of these gives
rise to a fundamental lass in H3(G, T ). One an prove that H3(G, T ) = P(C), so
the fundamental lasses of boundary-loxodromi representations ontain no more
information than the ross-ratios.
5.4.2. Higher dimensions. Consider the pair (SL(n,C), P ), where P is the sub-
group of SL(n,C) onsisting of upper triangular matries with 1 on the diagonal.
LetMk be a tame kmanifold, k ≥ 3. By Theorem 5.13, a deorated (SL(n,C), P )
representation of π1(M) gives rise to a fundamental lass in Hk(SL(n,C), P ). We
wish to nd an expliit representative. The omplex B¯∗(PSL(2,C), P ) from Se-
tion 3 generalizes in an obvious way to a omplex B¯∗(SL(n,C), P ), based on la-
belings of trunated simplies, where long edges are labeled with ounter diagonal
elements and short edges by elements in P . The expliit onstrution is via a
generalization of Lemma 3.5. We state it for n = 3. The general ase is similar.
For g ∈ SL(3,C), let Mij(g) be the minor obtained from g by removing the ith
row and the jth olumn. As usual, we let gij denote the ijth entry of g.
Lemma 5.20. Let gP , hP be suh that
(g−1h)31 6= 0 and det(M13(g−1h)) 6= 0.
Note that this is independent of the representatives. There are unique oset-represen-
tatives gu and hv suh that (gu)−1hv is ounter diagonal. Expliitly, if
g−1h =
a b cd e f
g h i
 , u =
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 , v =
1 r s0 1 t
0 0 1
 , δ =
0 0 γ0 β 0
α 0 0

then (gu)−1hv = δ if and only if
(5.8)
r =
−h
g
, y =
a
g
, z =
d
g
,
x =
ah− bg
dh− eg , s =
ei− fh
dh− eg , t =
fg − di
dh− eg ,
α = g, β =
−(dh− eg)
g
, γ =
1
dh− eg .
A deoration of ρ assoiates left Posets to eah vertex of a fundamental domain
ofM in M˜ . If we view π1(M) as being generated by fae pairings of the fundamental
domain, this proess is ompletely expliit. Given the Posets, a representative
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for the fundamental lass in B¯k(SL(3,C), P ) an be onstruted expliitly using
Lemma 5.20. We leave the details to the reader.
6. The omplex volume
We return to the ase G = PSL(2,C). Even though the fundamental lass
depends on the hoie of deoration, it turns out that its image in B̂(C) under the
map Ψ: H3(G,P )→ B̂(C) does not.
Reall that a losed urve in a triangulated omplex is alled normal if it does not
interset the one-skeleton, and intersets every two-ell that it meets transversely.
Let K be a omplex obtained by gluing together ideal simplies.
The denition below is a slight generalization of Neumann [12, Denition 4.4℄.
Denition 6.1. A weak attening of K is a attening of eah ideal simplex of
K suh that the total log-parameter around eah edge is zero. If the total log-
parameter along any normal urve in the star of eah zero-ell is zero, it is alled a
semi-strong attening. The log-parameters must be summed aording to the sign
onventions of Neumann [12, Denition 4.3℄.
Denition 6.2. The parity of an edge E in a simplex of K is dened by r mod 2,
where w(E) = Log(z(E)) + rπi, and w(E) and z(E) are the log-parameter and
ross-ratio parameter of E.
Denition 6.3. A semi-strong attening satisfying that the total parity parameter
is zero along any normal urve in K, is alled a strong attening.
The theorem below summarizes the main results of Neumann [12℄.
Theorem 6.4 (Neumann). There is a anonial isomorphism λ : H3(G) ∼= B̂(C)
satisfying that cˆ2 = L̂ ◦ λ. Furthermore, if M is a usped hyperboli manifold M
with an ideal triangulation, any strong attening of M determines a fundamental
lass α ∈ B̂(C) satisfying
(6.1) L̂(α) = i(Vol(M) + iCS(M)).
Reall the map Ψ: H3(G,P )→ B̂(C). By Theorem 3.13 a lass in H3(G,P ) an
be represented by a olletion of deorated ideal simplies, and in this piture, we
an view Ψ as a way of endowing eah of these simplies with a attening.
Theorem 6.5. Let K be a omplex of deorated ideal simplies representing a
homology lass in H3(G,P ). The map Ψ endows K with a semi-strong attening.
Proof. Consider a normal urve α in the star of a zero-ell. Figure 6 shows α
as viewed from the zero-ell. Eah triangle in the gure orresponds to an ideal
simplex. A vertex v of a triangle orresponds to an edge e of the simplex, and the
side opposite v orresponds to the edge opposite e. Note that some of the triangles
might be folded bak or at even though this is not indiated in the gure.
Whenever α passes through a simplex ∆ it piks up a log-parameter of an edge.
By (3.6), the log-parameter of an edge e is a signed sum of the Log(c)-parameters
assoiated to the four edges of ∆ that are neither e nor the edge opposite e. The
signs are indiated in the gure. Note that the Log(c)parameters are assoiated
to the one-ells of K, that is, edges that are identied in K have the same Log(c)-
parameter. A side of a triangle thus has three Log(c)-parameters assoiated to it
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(one for eah vertex and one for the side). From Figure 6 we see that the total
log-parameter along the urve α is a signed sum of Log(c)-parameters assoiated
only to the sides where α enters and exits. The other Log(c)-parameters anel out.
From this we onlude that if α is a losed urve, the total log-parameter along α
is zero. 
α+
−
+ −
+ −
+
−
+
−
− + −+
− +− + − +
Figure 6: A normal urve α in the star of a zero-ell.
Remark 6.6. It is not true in general that Ψ provides a strong attening.
Remark 6.7. Neumann shows that parity along normal urves an be viewed as
a ohomology lass in H1(M ;Z/2Z), and by [12, Corollary 5.4℄, the parity of a
semi-strong attening is an element in Ker
(
H1(M ;Z/2Z)→ H1(∂M¯ ;Z/2Z)).
We wish to prove that the image of the fundamental lass in B̂(C) is independent
of the deoration. To obtain this, we need to reall some ombinatoris of 3yles
used in Neumann [12℄. This rst appeared in Neumann [11℄.
Let M be a tame 3manifold with an ordered triangulation. For eah 3simplex
∆ of M , we denote the six edges of ∆ by ei in the following way: e0 is the edge
between vertex 0 and vertex 1 of ∆, e1 is the edge between verties 1 and 2, e2 is
the edge between verties 0 and 2. For i = 3, 4, 5, ei is the edge opposite ei−3. We
assoiate to ∆ a Zmodule J∆ generated by the ei's and subjet to the relations
ei − ei+3 = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2.
e0 + e1 + e2 = 0.
(6.2)
Let J be the diret sum
⊕
J∆, summed over all the 3simplies of M . For i = 0, 1
let Ci be the free Zmodule on the unoriented iells of M . There is a hain
omplex
0 // C0
α
// C1
β
// J
β∗
// C1
α∗
// C0 // 0
The map α takes a vertex to the sum of the inident 1ells, and the map β is
dened suh that its J∆omponent takes a 1ell E of M to the sum of the edges
ei of ∆ whih are identied with E in M . We will not need the denition of the
other maps.
Reall that a boundary-paraboli representation of M allows us to regard M as
a omplex of ideal simplies. Suppose we have piked attenings (wi0, w
i
1, w
i
2) of
eah ideal simplex ∆i. Consider the element w ∈ J ⊗ C whose ∆iomponent is
(6.3) ǫi(w
i
1e0 − wi0e1) ∈ J∆i ⊗ C.
Here ǫi is a sign indiating whether or not the vertex-ordering of ∆i agrees with the
orientation inherited from M . By an abuse of notation we will for j ∈ J ⊗ C write
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ǫij for the element in J ⊗ C whose ∆iomponent is ǫi times the ∆iomponent
of j. The following lemma ollets results shown in Neumann [12℄.
Lemma 6.8. The attenings onstitute a weak attening of M if and only if
β∗(w) = 0. In this ase, the orresponding element in P̂(C) lies in B̂(C). Fur-
thermore, this element is invariant under replaing w by w − πiǫiβ(x), where x is
an element in C1 ⊗ Z.
Reall that a deoration assoiates Log(c)parameters to eah 1ell of M . It
thus gives rise to an element l in C1 ⊗ C. The orresponding attenings given by
(3.6) give rise to an element w in J ⊗ C as above.
Lemma 6.9. The elements l ∈ C1 ⊗ C and w ∈ J ⊗ C as above are related by
β(l) = −ǫiw.
Proof. Let li be the eioeient of β(l) in J∆ ⊗C. By denition of the map β, li
is the Log(c)parameter of the 1ell orresponding to ei. Using (6.2), we have
β(l) = l0e0 + · · ·+ l5e5 = (l0 + l3 − l2 − l5)e0 + (l1 + l4 − l2 − l5)e1,
whih by (3.6) equals the ∆omponent of −ǫiw. 
Theorem 6.10. The image of the fundamental lass in B̂(C) is independent of the
hoie of deoration.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, let li ∈ C1 ⊗ C and wi ∈ J ⊗ C be dened by two dierent
deorations. By Lemma 6.9 we have β(l2 − l1) = ǫi(w1 − w2). Sine l2 − l1 =
α(x) + πiy for some y ∈ C1 ⊗Z and some x ∈ C0 ⊗C, Lemma 6.8 implies that the
elements in B̂(C) are the same. 
Remark 6.11. By a similar argument, the map Ψ is independent of the branh of
logarithm used in (3.6) to dene the attenings.
Reall that H3(G) is anonially isomorphi to B̂(C). In [12, Proposition 14.3℄
Neumann shows that the long exat sequene for the pair (BP,BG) gives rise to a
split exat sequene
(6.4) 0 // H3(G)
i∗
// H3(G,P )
∂∗
// H2(P ) // 0.
Proposition 6.12. Identifying H3(G) with B̂(C), the map Ψ denes a splitting of
the sequene (6.4).
Proof. By Neumann [12, Lemma 11.3℄, the failure of the parity ondition eets the
element in B̂(C) at most by the unique element in B̂(C) of order 2. This means that
the homomorphismΨ◦i∗−id has image of order at most 2. Sine H3(G) is divisible,
it an have no non-trivial nite quotient. Hene, Ψ ◦ i equals the identity. 
Remark 6.13. It follows from Proposition 6.12 that the semi-strong attening given
by Ψ gives rise to the same element in B̂(C) as a strong attening. This is not true
for an arbitrary semi-strong attening. The key point is that Ψ is a homomorphism.
Denition 6.14. Let M be an oriented tame 3manifold and let ρ be a boundary-
paraboli representation. The omplex volume of ρ is dened by
(6.5) i(Vol(ρ) + iCS(ρ)) = L̂ ◦Ψ(α),
where α is the fundamental lass of some deoration of ρ.
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By Remark 6.13 and Theorem 6.4, this denition agrees with the usual denition
if M is a hyperboli manifold and ρ is the geometri representation.
Proposition 6.15. The omplex volume is unhanged when ρ is hanged by onju-
gation by an element in PSL(2,C). If we hange the orientation of M , the omplex
volume hanges sign. If we hange ρ by omposing with the involution on PSL(2,C)
given by omplex onjugation, Vol(ρ) hanges sign while CS(ρ) is xed.
Proof. The rst statement follows from the fat that the assoiated (G,P )oyle
only depends on the onjugation lass of ρ. The seond statement is obvious; all
that hanges is the signs of the ǫi's in (5.6). A hange of ρ by omplex onjugation
orresponds to hanging the (G,P )oyle by omplex onjugation. This hanges
all the log-parameters by omplex onjugation, and sine
L̂([z¯,−p,−q]) = L̂([z, p, q]),
the third statement follows. 
Example 6.16. We ontinue the study of the 52 knot omplement from Exam-
ple 5.18. The fundamental lass of a representation onjugate to a representation
in P is learly trivial, and sine the 52 knot is a twist knot, we know from Re-
mark 4.7 that all other boundary-paraboli representations are Galois onjugates
of the geometri one.
We rst ompute the omplex volume of the geometri representation. Reall
that the ross-ratios are given by u = x2, v = x2 − x + 1 and w = v, where x is a
root of x3 − x2 + 1. For the geometri solution, the approximate values are
x = 0.8774 + 0.7448i, u = 0.2150 + 1.3071i, v = w = 0.3376 + 0.5622i.
The attenings are given by (3.6). Using this together with (5.7) and the fat
that
√
1− x = 1 − v and √x2 − x− 1 = u for the value of x orresponding to the
geometri solution, we see that the attening (w0, w1, w2) for the rst simplex is
given by
w0 =Log(1− v) + Log(u)− Log(1)− Log(1 − v) = Log(u)
w1 =Log(1) + Log(1− v)− Log(1)− Log(u) = −Log(1− u)− πi
w2 =Log(1) + Log(u)− Log(1− v)− Log(u) = −w0 − w1.
Omitting the alulation of w2 = −w0−w1, the attenings of the seond and third
simplex are given as follows:
w0 =Log(1− v) + Log(1)− Log(u)− Log(1) = Log(v)− πi
w1 =Log(u) + Log(1)− Log(1 − v)− Log(u) = −Log(1− v)
w0 =Log(1− v) + Log(1− v)− Log(1 − v)− Log(u) = Log(w)− πi
w1 =Log(1− v) + Log(u)− Log(1)− Log(1) = −Log(1− w)
Hene, we obtain that the image of the fundamental lass in B̂(C) is given by
[u; 0,−1] + [v;−1, 0] + [w;−1, 0] ∈ B̂(C).
From this we an alulate the omplex volume of the 52 knot omplement to be
(6.6) 2.828122088330783 . . .+ i 3.024128376509301 . . . ∈ C/iπ2Z.
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It is well known that the trae eld (see Example 4.5) of a link omplement is
equal to the eld generated by the ross-ratio parameters. By Example 5.18, the
trae eld of the 52 knot omplement thus equalsQ(x). Sine x satises x
3−x2+1 =
0, this eld has degree 3, and therefore has one real embedding and two omplex
onjugate embeddings. By Proposition 6.15, the omplex volume of the omplex
onjugate of the geometri representation is given by (6.6), but with the real part
having the opposite sign. Let us ompute the omplex volume of the real Galois
onjugate. The ross-ratio parameters are still given by u = x2, v = w = x2−x+1,
but now x is the real solution to x3 − x2 + 1 = 0. By the exat same method as
above, but with 1− v replaed by v− 1, sine √1− x = v− 1 for the real solution,
we obtain that the element in B̂(C) is
[u; 0, 0] + [v; 0, 1] + [w; 0, 1] ∈ B̂(C),
whih gives a omplex volume of
−i 1.1134545524739240 . . . ∈ C/iπ2Z.
Remark 6.17. Note that essentially the same formula applies to alulate the log-
parameters for both the geometri representation and its Galois onjugates. If
we had used Neumann's formula we would have had to solve a new set of linear
equations for eah Galois onjugate.
Remark 6.18. The 52 knot omplement is listed as m015 in the Snap ensus and
Snap omputes its ChernSimons invariant to be −3.024... (mod π2), whih has the
opposite sign of our result (6.6). This is beause the ensus manifold is the mirror
image of the standard 52 knot omplement from the Rolfsen table.
7. Lifts of boundary-paraboli representations
This setion is devoted to a disussion of representations in SL(2,C). We shall
see that a boundary-paraboli SL(2,C)representation has a fundamental lass in
H3(SL(2,C)), and that a hyperboli manifold with a spin struture has a funda-
mental lass in H3(SL(2,C)) dened modulo 2torsion. The 2torsion ambiguity
has the interesting onsequene that a large lass of usped hyperboli manifolds
don't have ideal triangulations admitting even attenings.
By the methods of Setion 5, a deorated boundary-paraboli SL(2,C)repre-
sentation determines a fundamental lass in H3(SL(2,C), P ). We wish to lift the
map Ψ: H3(PSL(2,C), P )→ B̂(C) to a map dened on H3(SL(2,C), P ) and taking
values in themore extended Bloh group. The more extended Bloh group is dened
as in Denition 1.7 but without inluding the transfer relation, and requiring that
the integers p and q in Denition 1.3 be even. We will refer to suh attenings as
even attenings. The more extended Bloh group is shown in GoetteZikert [5℄
to be isomorphi to H3(SL(2,C)). We will therefore in this setion denote the two
versions of the extended Bloh group by B̂SL(C) and B̂PSL(C), respetively.
In DupontZikert [4℄ we studied a omplex Ch 6=∗ (C
2) generated in dimension n
by ntuples of omplex vetors in C2 in general position. Using the simple fat
that SL(2,C)/P equals C2 − {0}, it is not diult to see that the okernel of
the map Ch 6=2 (C
2) → Ch 6=1 (C2) is equal to the kernel of the augmentation map
C0(SL(2,C)/P )→ Z. By Theorem 2.1 we have a anonial isomorphism
H3(SL(2,C), P ) ∼= H3(Ch 6=∗ (C2)⊗Z[SL(2,C)] Z).
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An expliit formula for this isomorphism is given by
C¯n(SL(2,C), P )→ Ch 6=n (C2)
{gij} 7→ (v0, . . . , vn),(7.1)
where vi = g
ij∞, whih is independent of j.
We an now dene the desired lift of Ψ as the omposition of the isomorphism
above with the expliit map
H3(C
h 6=
∗ (C
2)⊗Z[SL(2,C)] Z)→ B̂SL(C)
onstruted in DupontZikert [4℄. The map L̂ dened in Theorem 6.4 is shown in
GoetteZikert [5℄ to have a lift to B̂SL(C) taking values in C/4π2Z. Summarizing
the above, we have a ommutative diagram with exat olumns.
Z/4Z
_

Z/4Z
_

Z/4Z
_

H3(SL(2,C), P )
Ψ
//


B̂SL(C)


bL
// C/4π2Z


H3(PSL(2,C), P )
Ψ
// B̂PSL(C)
bL
// C/π2Z
The ommutativity of the lower left square follows from the fat that for even
attenings, a semi-strong attening is always a strong attening. The proof of this
follows the proof of Neumann [12, Proposition 5.3℄ word by word.
We an now use the above diagram to dene the omplex volume of a boundary-
paraboli SL(2,C)representation as an element in C/4iπ2Z.
7.1. Spin strutures and even attenings. A spin struture of a hyperboli
manifold M is equivalent to a lift of the geometri representation to SL(2,C). If
M is losed it thus denes a fundamental lass in H3(SL(2,C)) ∼= B̂SL(C), and a
omplex volume in C/4iπ2Z. If M has usps, lifts of the geometri representation
are not boundary-paraboli. They are only (SL(2,C),±P )representations. In
fat, the proposition below, see e.g. Calegari [2, Corollary 2.4℄, gives a onrete
obstrution to dening a fundamental lass in H3(SL(2,C)) of a usped hyperboli
manifold with a spin struture.
Proposition 7.1. Let M be a usped hyperboli manifold. Any lift of the geomet-
ri representation to SL(2,C) maps any urve bounding a 2sided inompressible
surfae to an element of SL(2,C) with trae −2.
Remark 7.2. It is not diult to hek that the map
H3(SL(2,C), P )→ H3(SL(2,C),±P )
is surjetive with kernel of order 2. This implies that a hyperboli manifold with a
spin struture does have a fundamental lass in H3(SL(2,C)) modulo 2torsion.
Remark 7.3. Reall that a deorated ideal triangulation of a usped hyperboli
manifold M naturally gives rise to a (PSL(2,C), P )oyle on M¯ representing the
geometri representation. As explained in Remark 3.4, the labelings an be regarded
as elements in SL(2,C), but by Proposition 7.1 above, the (PSL(2,C), P )oyle
is never an (SL(2,C), P )oyle.
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Proposition 7.1 has the following interesting onsequene.
Theorem 7.4. Let M be a usped hyperboli 3manifold satisfying
(7.2) Ker
(
H1(M ;Z/2Z)→ H1(∂M¯ ;Z/2Z)) = 0.
There is no ideal triangulation of M admitting an even, strong attening.
Proof. As in (6.3), we an regard any attening as an element in J ⊗ C. Pik a
deorated ideal triangulation of M , and let w ∈ J ⊗ C be the attening given by
the deoration. Sine M satises (7.2), it follows from Remark 6.7 that w is a
strong attening. By Lemma 6.9, w = −ǫiβ(l), where l ∈ C1 ⊗ C is given by the
Log(c)parameters. It is a simple onsequene of Remark 7.3 and Remark 3.16
that w is not an even attening. By Neumann [12, Lemma 9.3℄, any two strong
attenings dier by an element in C1⊗πiZ. Hene, any strong attening w′ is given
as −ǫiβ(l+ x), where x is an element in C1 ⊗ πiZ. Let E be a one-ell regarded as
an element of C1 = C1 ⊗ Z. Reall that E has a labeling
g(E) =
(
0 −c−1
c 0
)
∈ SL(2,C),
with Log(c)parameter Log(c). Note that adding πiE ∈ C1 ⊗ πiZ to l has the
same eet on the parity of the orresponding attening as hanging the sign of
g(E). Now if w′ were an even attening, this would imply that it would be possible
to obtain an even attening by hanging signs of some of the labelings of long
edges. By Remark 3.16, this would imply that the new labelings (after a global sign
hange if neessary) would onstitute an (SL(2,C), P )oyle. This is impossible
by Proposition 7.1. 
Remark 7.5. It seems worth mentioning that the property (7.2) also implies that
the trae eld of M is equal to the invariant trae eld of M .
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